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peerless- siege- humid - pitiful - accredited(approve, support, accept,recognize) 

 

1.I didn't recognize him, he looked so ___________. 

2.The city is under __________from rebel forces.  

3.Sir Galadah was a ____________ knight. 

4.My grandpa has difficulty in living in a hot and ________ climate 

5.The degree programme is fully _____________ by the institue of Engineers. 

 

  madden - mercy - wit- boasted - civil  

 

6. Liam ___________ that he owned two sports cars. 

7. Government agencies concerned with ___________ affairs. 

8.The judge showed no ___________. 

9. The clock ticks generally ___________ me in silent atmosphere. 

10. Bill is known for his great intelligence and ___________ 

 

 cages  - enthroned - restful  - awful - ample  

 

11. She's had ___________ time to get the work done. 

12. The queen was _____________ with great ceremony 

13. I love the ______________ sound of the wind in the trees. 

14. I hate to see animals being kept in _________ 

15. The film was absolutely _____________. 

 

belittled - tyrant - tired -  captive - ensure 

 

16. The client must ____________ that accurate records are kept 

17. The policeman put a pair of handcuffs on the ____________. 

18. She ____________ Amy's riding skills whenever she could. 

19. Her father was a ____________ and a bully. 

20.The training ______________ us out. 

 

 acknowledged-  liquefy  -  wrath  - woeful - enclosed 

 

21. Her face was _____________.  

22. I _____________ a copy of the job application. 

23. The government ____________ that the tax was unfair. 

24. Gases ____________  under pressure. 

25. He hid his cigarette for fear of incurring his father's _______________. 
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